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Abstract: 

This paper provides Esri ArcGIS users with necessary 

information to get started with implementing ArcFM 

Session Manager Functionalities in ArcGIS workflow 

manager. This paper mainly focusses on configuring 

ArcFM Process Framework Administrator settings 

and implementing ArcFM Task/Sub Tasks, Map 

document Template Usage, Work Order Map 

Location/Work Order Related Info, Reporting and 

usage of tools inside and outside ArcMap session 

using ESRI ArcGIS Workflow manager extension. 

ArcGIS Workflow Manager provides a central job 

management and tracking system to streamline tasks 

in ArcGIS for Desktop for different workflows, 

similarly ArcFM Session Manager creates an edit 

session where an editor may make changes. 
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Introduction  
ESRI ArcGIS Workflow Manager helps organization to plan and create consistent workflows to achieve the 
business objectives. In an Enterprise geodatabase the Geographic data maintenance can be carried out by 
different team, person, and day in sequence of steps to achieve the business objectives. ArcGIS Workflow 
Manager provides a central job management and tracking system to streamline tasks in ArcGIS for Desktop for 
different workflows. Below are the few main advantages of using ArcGIS Workflow Manager over ArcFM 
Process/Session Manager 

 Unlike ArcFM Product the ArcGIS Workflow Manager Product is aligned to the future roadmap of ESRI. 

 Workflows can be integrated with both GIS and Non-GIS applications and also single ESRI Workflow 

Manager Application can be used for managing multiple geodatabases by creating multiple/same 

workflow in workflow Manager Database.  

 Unlike ArcFM Process Manager using ArcGIS Workflow Manager complex workflows can be designed 

and also automated e-mail Notifications can be sent to user before/after completion every step. 

 ESRI ArcGIS Workflow Manager has an ArcGIS Server Workflow Manager extension and this allows user 

to execute tasks over Web but ArcFM Session Manager is a desktop bound application. 

Administrator: WFM Admin tool vs PX Admin tool 
The first step in setting up an ESRI workflow Manager or ArcFM session manager is to create a workflow 
database which will hold system tables for controlling security. Once you set up a ESRI workflow manager 
database this will create a workflow manager system tables and the access related settings can be controlled 
from Workflow Manager Administrator. In ArcFM the access related setting can be controlled from Process 
Framework Administrator Tool. 
Below is the comparison between two systems in which where you can control the access related settings  

 Users: User details can be added/deleted/updated in Process Framework Administrator tool under 

users tab. The same activities can be carried out in workflow Manager Administrator under security 

tab. 

 Roles: Role details can be added/deleted/updated and assigned to individual user in Process 

Framework Administrator tool under Roles tab. The same activities can be carried out in workflow 

Manager Administrator under Groups tab. 

 States: Defining the stages in process flow can be added from Process Framework Administrator 

tool under State tab. The same activities can be carried out in workflow Manager Administrator 

under Status Types tab. 

 Transition: Defining the methods by which a user may move from one step to another can be 

controlled from Process Framework Administration Tool Transition tab. The same activities can be 

carried out from Status tab from where you can assign status for each step in a workflow. 

 Task/Subtasks: Tasks allow users to divide actions performed by a tool (such as Submit) into 

subtasks and execute these subtasks as a group. Tasks/Subtasks can be added /assigned from 

Process Framework Administrator Tool Subtask tab. The same thing can be carried out from 
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Workflow Manager Administrator Step Types Tab. Sub Task can be categorized in Workflow 

Manager Administrator as checking option “Check proceed to next step after execution”   

 Filters: Allows you to assign the roles that make jobs/session filters visible to a user based on 

different criteria. Filters can be configured in Process Framework Administrator tool under Filters 

tab. The same filter can be configured from Workflow Manager Administrator Filter tab with SQL 

queries. 

 Configuration: Allows you to store name and value pairs used by Session Manager application and 

the values gets stored in MM_PX_ADMIN table. The same configuration can be controlled from 

Workflow Manager JTX_PROPERTIES table 

 

Workflow Manager Vs Session Manager  
 Workflow Visualization - ESRI WFM has a good presentation of workflow in the format of a decision 

(UML style) diagram. This makes configuring workflows closer to using Visio and is relatively intuitive 
for a GIS admin. Workflow Manager allows you to author one or more workflows that match your 
own business processes and then create units of work that use these workflows. The Workflow 
Manager Administrator tools provide an easy-to-use user interface that allows any authorized 
individual to create effective and elegant workflows for the organization 

 

 
Figure 1  Session Workflow 
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 Map Template/Stored Display Usage: ESRI WFM allows you to take MXDs and configure them to 
be used when opening a job in ArcMap. ESRI WFM then essentially stores a copy of the MXD in the 
database for each job (like the option to store a stored display in ArcFM along with a design or 
session). 

 ArcFM Integration: Create Launch ArcMap custom step in WFM tasks to Open ArcMap and allow 
the user to log into ArcFM and then a separate task to load the MXD and initiate a versioned edit 
session. 

 Area of Interest: ESRI WFM has "Area of Interest" (AOI) which essentially allows the user to set a 
polygon on the map that defines where the work is occurring. This is very similar to the work request 
polygons we use in Designer except it extends the concept to all jobs including maintenance, 
blanket, and as-built jobs. Session Manager doesn't have this concept OOTB. 

 Job Related Info: ESRI WFM provides ability to capture information about a job - name, description, 
status, create date, assigned user, for tracking notes, job holds/delays, attached documents, 
dependencies etc. All in all, ESRI WFM is closer to a true work management system in this case. If 
that's what you need it might be beneficial. Session Manager was not really intended to be a work 
management system but is instead meant to be a configurable way to manage work within your GIS 
with some additional basic workflow management. 

 Reporting: ESRI WFM allows build reports about the work being managed in your Workflow 
Manager system. The Report Manager from Workflow Manager Administrator is used to build and 
edit the reports. The reports are executed in the Workflow Manager Application. ArcFM also 
provides similar option to export but it not user friendly when compared to Workflow Manager. 

 Job History: The Job History tab contains a log of everything that has happened throughout the life 
of the job. Each of the items in the log are time stamped with the time of entry and stamped with 
the current user at that time. A message is also stored along with the record, explaining what 
happened at that point in time. Job History is not available in ArcFM Session Manager. 

 

Conclusion 
If an organization has heavily invested on ArcFM product but using only limited ArcFM functionalities or if an 
organization planning to use workflow based approach for managing Geographic Data, then ESRI Workflow 
Manager is a good option.  
Each tasks/steps in a workflow can be customized by using Arcpy or Workflow Manager.NET API. Some of the 
below important functionalities can achieved by using ESRI ArcGIS Desktop and Workflow Manager without 
using ArcFM Processor Manager/Session Manager. 

 Both systems can be extended programmatically both for custom fields and subtask type executable 
which fire code based on an event in the workflow. 

 Both systems can be used in ArcMap and outside ArcMap - though Esri WFM has an ArcGIS Server plugin 
to make it accessible via the web (though I have not implemented or played with it). Session Manager 
is more or less desktop bound out of the box. 

 Both systems have configurable workflow and can handle assignment, approval, posting, etc. Esri 
provides a bit more ability out of the box to prompt the user to answer questions or confirm steps. BUT 
I actually like the way Session Manager interacts with the user - its simpler and easier to train users on. 
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